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Main Takeaways 
• Banking Union is where the action is, for now 
• More volatility in 2014 than 2013 

– Balance Sheet Assessments imply wave of bank 
restructurings 

– Corresponding tension between ECB and 
member states will escalate through 2014 

• A make-or-break test for the ECB and the EU 
– Other discussions (BRRD, SRM) have only later 

impact, thus secondary 
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 ECB = European Central Bank; BRRD = Bank Recovery & Resolution Directive; SRM = Single Resolution Mechanism 



The 2014 (Baseline) Sequence 
• Q4 2013-Q1 2014: Preparatory phase 

– ECB: SSM appointments, capacity build-up, 
methodological choices 

– National supervisors: limited Asset Quality Reviews 
– Member states: Negotiation on ‘‘backstops’’ / 

restructuring framework 
• Q2-Q3 2014: ECB-led assessments + stress testing 

– Centralized governance, unlike previous stress tests 
– Capital gap (or pass) for each of 130+ banks 
– Assessment results + restructuring plans announced 

at same time (target Oct 2014) 
– ECB has option to delay the whole schedule 
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 SSM = Single Supervisory Mechanism 



Key Choices Ahead 
• ECB & National Supervisors 

– Balance Sheet Assessment Methodology: 
impairments/expected losses, funding, etc.  

– Definition of capital gap 
– Market expectations management 

• Member States & European Commission 
– Consistency: ‘‘Italy bails in, Germany bails out’’? 
– Funding: national / ESM / other European SPV? 
– Steering: DG COMP? European ‘‘bad bank’’ 

alongside national ones?  
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 ESM = European Stability Mechanism; DG COMP = European Commission’s Directorate-General for Competition¨Policy 



Outcome Will Matter 
• Scenario 1: rigorous assessment 

– Bank crisis resolution, return of trust 
– Short-term pain, restructuring (banks + borrowers), 

cross-border consolidation 
– ESM lending to countries, in case burden of 

restructuring triggers loss of sovereign market access 
– ECB established as strong supervisor 

• Scenario 2: ‘‘forbearing’’ assessment 
– Possibly no immediate market impact 
– Further zombification + fragmentation of European 

banking system 
– Negative credibility spillover to other ECB policies 
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Future Next Steps 
• Assuming rigorous assessment in 2014 
• ‘‘Timber-framed Banking Union’’ – starting in 2015 

– Consolidation of SSM 
– Bank Recovery & Resolution Directive (BRRD) 
– Single Resolution Mechanism (SRM)  
– Reversal of legacy argument > European funding 

of future resolution cases  
• ‘‘Steel-framed Banking Union’’ – later on 

– Deposit insurance: requires full fiscal backstop 
– ‘‘Real’’ single resolution: requires European 

insolvency framework + stand-alone EU institution 
– Treaty changes needed 

• ‘‘Steady state’’ a very distant prospect 6 



The Bridge to Banking Union 

SSM handover 
(2nd half of 2014) 

Present Steady-state 
(“steel-framed”) 
banking union 

Treaty change 
(date uncertain) 

“Addressing  
the legacy” 

existing legal tools  

“Timber-framed  
banking union” 

SSM + SRM 

“Building the  
steel frame” 

several steps likely 

‘‘A Realistic Bridge Towards European Banking Union’’ PIIE Policy Brief, June 2013 
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Europe’s Future Financial System 
• Assuming rigorous assessment in 2014 
• Likely structural consequences 

– Gradual phasing out of national financial repression, 
‘‘banking nationalism’’ 

– (Some) larger banks, in more unified market 
– Greater discipline in banking sector likely to foster 

development of non-bank finance 
– Consolidation of other financial authorities (e.g. 

ESMA)  
• Implications for global financial regulatory policy 

– Consolidation of European presence 
– More transatlantic convergence?  

 ESMA = European Securities and Markets Authority 
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